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MESSAGE FROM THE FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT

W

elcome to the Webber Academy winter alumni
newsletter. The 2019-20 academic year is our
nd
22 year of operation and is another memorable year
with many success stories and accolades for our
students, alumni and staff. Our talented graduates
receive many offers of scholarships to universities in
Canada and beyond. I am excited about the future as
we embrace a growing school and alumni community.
As we prepare students to thrive in university and
beyond, our mission remains the same as our very
first year, which is to offer an enriched educational
environment that is nondenominational, coeducational
and inspiring. We extend warm greetings to the
graduates of Webber Academy. As you, our graduates,
move through university and enter the workforce we
want to keep in touch with you. It is important that you
provide us with any address or email changes.
We want you to know that we welcome your return
visits to Webber Academy and encourage your
participation in a variety of school events
throughout the year.
The staff and students at Webber Academy are proud
of all our graduates. It is exciting to see alumni
completing post-secondary studies and journeying
into professions they have been studying so hard for.
One of the great satisfactions of teaching is feeling that
we made a difference in your lives and we want you to
feel a part of the Webber Academy family.
We wish you lots of success and happiness in your life.

WEBBER ACADEMY
FULL SCHOOL PHOTO 2019

Sincerely,

Dr. Neil Webber
Head of School
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Our staff, students and parents enjoyed another successful Welcome Back BBQ with over 1,200 in
attendance. The annual Terry Fox Run proved once again to be a highlight for the school raising $27,968.67
for the Terry Fox Foundation and Cancer Research. In total our school community has contributed over
$638,000.00 to date.
We enjoyed seeing many of our alumni at the annual Winter Social and we look forward to the University
and Career Symposium on Tuesday, May 19, 2020 that features our alumni community as keynote presenters.
We also encourage our alumni to attend Webber Academy’s upcoming events including the President’s
Breakfast Club ATB Financial Speaker Series. On Tuesday, March 10, 2020 Mr. Preston Manning will be
our guest keynote speaker. On Wednesday, June 4 we welcome Dr. Matt McCarthy MD and bestselling
author to our stage to discuss his new book Superbugs: The Race to Stop an Epidemic. Please check our
website for more information on upcoming events. We also encourage our alumni members to update their
contact information at the link on the website so that we can keep you informed of future networking and
social gatherings at the school.
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LEADING THE WAY ON SOLVING WORLD HUNGER
Lauren Webber - Strategic Partnerships Officer

L

auren Webber was part of the second
graduating class at Webber Academy in
2006. She attended the University of Calgary
to pursue her Bachelor of Arts in International
Relations. While at U of C, she was actively
involved in the Students’ Union, winning two
elections on the Student Legislative Council
(SLC) and in her last year, was elected President.
After graduating at U of C, Lauren obtained her
Master of International Public Policy, in Human
Security and International Trade from Sir Wilfrid
Laurier University and completed a Junior
Research Fellowship at the Centre for
International Government Innovation (CIGI),
based in the Balsillie School of International
Affairs, in Waterloo, Ontario.

“We provide WFP entrepreneurs, start-ups,
companies and NGOs access to mentorship,
training, financial support, expert insights
and WFP operations,” Lauren said.
She works to find partners, mentors and
investors for the food security, agricultural
technology start-ups. She also collaborates with
Ministries of Foreign Affairs or Corporate Social
Responsibility departments at companies such
as Google, Facebook, Xprize and the German
Aerospace Centre. These organizations have
an interest in ending hunger and malnutrition
worldwide using modern technology.
Companies or governments may contribute
financially or provide the Accelerator
programme with technical expertise and
mentorship. For example, a company may offer
their UX/UI app engineers or run humancentered design workshops for the project teams
in Munich. The UN WFP is working to deploy
bold new tools and approaches across its global
operations to help solve hunger. Lauren also
explores the tools, technology and approaches
to driving change. ”Hunger feeds on crisis. When
violence breaks out or a natural disaster strikes,
extreme hunger often follows.” For humanitarian
agencies like the WFP that must respond to
multiple emergencies in more than one
country, a classification system is used to
determine which crises require the most
resources. The most severe emergencies are
classified as Level 3 (L3).

After graduating from her master’s programme,
Lauren went to work in Singapore with the
Canada ASEAN (Association of the Southeast
Asian Nations) Business Council, increasing
Canadian exports to southeast Asian markets.
Then, she went on to work at the British Consul
General in Calgary, working to further bilateral
trade with Canada and the United Kingdom.
In 2016, she joined the United Nations World
Food Programme (WFP) in Lilongwe, Malawi
for two years. Later, she was transferred to
Munich, Germany to work at the WFP Innovation
Accelerator as
the Strategic
Partnerships
Officer. This
Accelerator
identifies,
supports and
scales
high-potential
solutions to
hunger
worldwide.
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“Right now, the conflicts in northeastern
Nigeria, South Sudan, Syria, Democratic
Republic of Congo and Yemen have been
declared L3 emergencies,” she noted. The WFP
is the leading humanitarian organization saving
and changing lives, delivering food assistance in
emergencies and working with communities to
improve nutrition and build resilience.
4

The most life-changing moment during her
career at the UN was in 2013 when Malawi
was in an L3 emergency after severe drought
and floods had hit the country. “To see the
emergency operations in full force (supply chain,
logistics, etc.), where the largest U.N.
humanitarian air service drops food into conflict
zones for refugees was incredible,” she stated.
Seven of Lauren’s WFP coworkers were on
Ethiopian Airlines Flight 302, the flight that
tragically crashed on March 10, 2019. “It
impacted everyone in the UN community,”
she says. She had flown the same flight many
times and was often referred to the ‘UN shuttle’
as they were always doing work in those areas.
“It fuelled our desire to continue these young
humanitarians’ work. Their lives were taken so
soon. All they wanted to do was give back and
live their lives at the fullest. It was a horrific
accident and we have to continue their legacy
and continue their work for them,” she added.
In the future, Lauren plans to continue working
within the humanitarian innovation space. She
is also waiting on her results of the Canadian
Foreign Service Exam to get into the Canadian
Diplomatic Corps. One day, she would like to
work as a Canadian Ambassador or Minister of
Foreign Affairs.
Her time at Webber Academy taught her the
value of hard work and discipline while giving
her the proper study skills that last a lifetime.
“It gave me the languages I use daily and the

negotiation and diplomacy skills in an
international context. I attribute tons of my
success today to Webber Academy, and I am
incredibly grateful for everything my grandfather
has done for our education,” she noted.
Playing on the basketball team and learning
plenty of great life lessons from Mr. Chalifoux
was one of the highlights of Lauren’s Webber
experience. Some of her teammates are still her
closest friends. “I learned to never give up and
always have a positive attitude,” she said.
Lauren advises new graduates to say yes
to adventures. ”When I said yes and seized
opportunities, even if they scared me, they ended
up being great experiences. If you say yes more
often, then more doors are going to open for you.
Don’t let fear or nerves or anyone inhibit you
from living a full life, go for it.”
Graduation Class: 2006
University Education
University of Calgary: Bachelor of Arts - International
Relations
Wilfrid Laurier University: Master’s - International
Policy, Human Security and International Trade.
Where are you now?
Munich, Germany

@lolowebbz
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ONGOING LEARNING IN THE PURSUIT OF MEDICINE
Ciara Morgan-Feir - Medical Student
Most recently, Ciara was employed at Kelly
Services as a Business Development
Representative. Kelly Scientific Resources has
been a major player in the scientific staffing
industry for over 20 years. “Recruitment is
a complex and quickly changing industry.
Generally, my role tended to be an extension
of a company’s human resources team and
occasionally providing HR consulting services
to clients, such as smaller start-ups,” she said.
Ciara describes recruitment as a specialized
effort at hiring the most qualified, best-fit
employees. In scientific recruitment, Ciara’s
work was often dedicated to searching (referred
to as headhunting) for individuals with highly
specialized skills and the right personality for a
given client. When a candidate has been found,
the recruiter’s responsibility is to find out what
that candidate is looking for, to communicate
that to the client, and to facilitate negotiations
so that both parties are happy with the outcome.

C

iara attended Webber Academy from Grades
5 through 9 and finished her high school
education in Northern Ireland in 2009. After high
school, she moved back to Canada, attending
Simon Fraser University (SFU) in Vancouver,
British Columbia. She graduated from SFU in
2019 with a Bachelor of Science in biology,
a Master of Education in science education,
and a Doctor of Philosophy in curriculum and
instruction. Ciara is currently working towards
her Doctor of Medicine degree from the
University of British Columbia.

For Ciara, one of the most enjoyable aspects
of recruitment was the opportunities to visit
incredible facilities and learning about emerging
research in biotechnology, pharmaceuticals and
more. “I learned some of the nuances of those
industries and I spent more than a few days on
Wikipedia and scholarly databases having my
mind blown by
unbelievable
advances in so
many areas,” she
said. Ciara also
enjoyed learning
about the
different things
that motivate
people to do the
work they do,
while managing
the enormous
complexity of the

“From the first time I visited SFU as a teenager,
I knew it was the school I wanted to attend,”
she said. As an undergraduate at SFU, Ciara
worked as a campus tour guide and eventually
as a student academic advisor. In these
positions, she was able to share her experience
and expertise with other students to help them
make decisions that fit with their personal values
and interests. “I found advising to be a humbling
and exciting part of my part-time work, and
when I graduated, I felt that student affairs and
especially student recruitment would be a great
fit. I later made a move to scientific recruiting
for many reasons, which included my passion
for learning science in my day to day life,” she
added.

(at times competing) interests of each
stakeholder. “Building honest, reciprocal
relationships was the highlight of the work for
me,” she added. In interviewing SFU students
in science for her Ph.D., Ciara describes a
notable trend among participants, which was
that the students who had been successful in
science were able to remember the grade and
subject that a particularly influential teacher
taught them, including the teacher’s name.
Reflecting on this theme, she realized that for
herself, nearly every deeply influential teacher
that she had was at Webber Academy. “I am
honoured to have been a student at Webber
and I am grateful to all the teachers and
administrators who went the extra mile,”
she stated.

Webber Academy, Dr. Neil Webber, was not
a medical doctor but a researcher with a
background in education. “I didn’t quite
understand the concept of a Ph.D. at the time
and assumed that the credential must be quite
similar to the one held by my family doctor.
I remember the awe I felt at the idea that I had
the opportunity to study in a place that was
founded by someone who cared so deeply
about his students that he became a doctor for
the education system!” Like Dr. Webber, Ciara
ended up completing her Ph.D. in Curriculum
and Instruction earlier this year. “Whether this
was a coincidence or a result of childhood
inspiration I can’t say, but I do know that I am
grateful for the role models I was exposed to
throughout my time at Webber,” Ciara said.

To new graduates, Ciara advises thinking
about the type of person you want to be
above everything you want to accomplish.
“Take things one at a time. It took me 10 years
of post-secondary and five years of full-time
employment to find my vocation, but not a
moment of that was time wasted,” she advised.
As an undergrad, I had the idea that doing my
degree was largely to prepare for the big life
that was waiting for me beyond the convocation
stage. As a career student, I have now come to
realize that the big life I was getting ready for is
already happening. It is essential to enjoy the
journey! The days are long, but the years are
short.”

Ciara will complete her M.D. in 2023.
Following this, Ciara hopes to be matched to
a residency programme in family medicine.
Longer term, Ciara hopes to use her Ph.D.
in Curriculum and Instruction to enhance
medical education, perhaps through teaching,
curriculum development or some other means.

Ciara recently began studies at the University
of British Columbia pursuing her Doctor of
Medicine. She considered going into medicine
for a while before applying and finally decided
to take the leap. “My work in recruitment
contributed to the decision. I felt that the two
main features I enjoyed about my work (ongoing
learning and taking the role of a trusted advisor)
were exemplified by the medical profession, and
I am excited at the prospect of a career founded
on building truly empathetic, caring
relationships.”

Gradution Class: 2009
University Education:

Simon Fraser University:
Bachelor of Science - Biology;
Master of Education Science Education; Doctor of Philosophy in
Curriculum and Instruction
UBC - Doctor of Medicine (in progress)

Where are you now?

Ciara has many fond memories of Webber. She
recalls learning in Grade 5 that the founder of
WINTER | 2020
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CONNECTING WITH YOUTH THROUGH STEM OUTREACH
Caitlin MacPhail - Bachelor of Science Student
school years. A large part of the rewarding
feeling came from how much work the PE 30
class put into the organization of the event and
how it helped them be better team players and
brought the class closer together, creating
relationships that she still has today.

Caitlin has a new appreciation for working
with youth as a result of her position working
as an outreach instructor. Additionally, this
experience has exposed her to potential career
paths in education. “I have been able to network
with individuals working in STEM education and
Indigenous education across Canada, helping
me explore different options for the future,”
she noted.
Notably, Caitlin was involved in Poetry in
Voice during her time at Webber. She had
the opportunity to travel to Poetry in Voice
nationals in Grade 12. “It was an experience
that sparked my love for poetry and spoken
word, helping me appreciate the subtleties of
language, gain confidence in my voice, and
give me the power to influence people with my
words,” she said. Spoken word is still a part of
her life and has created many opportunities
for Caitlin, allowing her to meet numerous
individuals in the performing arts community
in Calgary. Some common themes that occur in
her poetry include Indigenous topics, grief and
a general airing of grievances, but most of her
work is inspired by personal experience and
small everyday miracles. Creating poems
provides her with a creative channel to help

C

aitlin MacPhail is in her fourth year of her
Bachelor of Science degree at Dalhousie
University. The upcoming year has much in store
for Caitlin. She is beginning her honours project
with the biology department, researching the
medicinal uses for traditional medicinal plants
from First Nations in southern Ontario. She will
also be co-chairing the organization committee
for the Halifax Metro Universities Relay for Life
for a second year, which raised $23,000 for the
Canadian Cancer Society in its inaugural event
this past March.
During the summer months, Caitlin finds
herself back in Calgary. For the past two
summers, she has worked as a STEM outreach
instructor through the University of Calgary.
This position provides the opportunity to work
with youth around Alberta, who otherwise may
not be able to access science and technology
resources. The outreach team delivers STEM
workshops to youth living in Indigenous and
rural communities. “My summers have been
spent travelling around Calgary and Alberta to
reserves and small towns, making STEM more
accessible. Being able to play a role in shaping
their minds has been a remarkably rewarding
experience!”
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balance the demands of university and all of the
curveballs life has. ”Sharing these poems through
spoken word has opened doors for networking
and new relationships and lets me use my voice
to create connections,” she added.
Caitlin is grateful for the opportunities she had
at Webber Academy. The small size of the school
community made it possible for her to form
strong relationships with students across grades
and with the teachers and staff. This created a
strong support system that she is still able to
fall back on today. “The education I received,
particularly in high school, prepared me for the
academic demands of university, which helped
relieve a lot of stress in my first year as I adjusted
to a new city. I think two areas I felt most
prepared for were laboratory expectations and
essay writing. These were skills that I was able
to hone under the guidance of my teachers at
Webber that proved to be keys to success in
university,” she said.

To new graduates, Caitlin advises taking every
chance to learn from the teachers and the staff
at Webber. “Being a small school, you are lucky
to be surrounded by a strong and supportive
community that wants to help you succeed.
In university, the first year especially, it is hard
to build such relationships with professors, and I
didn’t realize just how important all of that help
and guidance outside of class time was until I
didn’t have it anymore.”
After she finishes her undergrad, she plans
to continue the research she conducts in her
honours programme, while completing her
Master’s of Community Health and Epidemiology
at Dalhousie and potentially pursue an education
degree. Caitlin also plans to spend six months
travelling in Europe or South America before she
finishes school. Ultimately, she plans to return to
Alberta once she finishes post-secondary to work
in a position that allows her to work with
children and educate youth in a school or
clinical environment.

Graduating Class: 2016
University Education:

Dalhousie Univeristy: Bachelor of Science

The most memorable thing about
Webber Academy for Caitlin is being part of
the organizing committee for the Terry Fox Run
in 2015. “I often think back on how that day
brought together our entire school community,”
she says. The emotions of the day reminded her
of how lucky she was to be a part of a supportive
community for her elementary and secondary
8

Where are you now?

Halifax, Nova Scotia / Calgary, Alberta
@Caitiemacphail.poetry
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REVOLUTIONIZING INFLUENCER MARKETING
Swish Goswami - Founder of Trufan
After attending the University of Toronto for two
years, and completing a summer internship at JB
Fitzgerald Venture Capital in New York City, he
decided to leave school and start Dunk, a
media company with over 11 million followers
on social media, with his roommate Eliot
Robinson. While building this company, he
came up with the idea for Trufan and started the
venture in December 2017. “One of our clients
was Cogent Marketing, a company run by Mark
Zablow. Mark was the social media manager
for notable NBA players like Chris Paul and
Dwayne Wade. He once asked me if I had a tool
that could find Chris’s top fans in Houston. At
the time I told him I didn’t but after researching
online, I felt like the tool would be invaluable to
not just athletes/celebrities but brands who
wanted to build a better relationship with their
top customers. After raising our initial $500,000,
we located the company in Vancouver and
began working out of Hootsuite’s offices there,”
Swish said.

I

t all began at the age of seven, building a
hovercraft out of spare parts of a Havoc Heli
and selling it for $200 to a classmate to buy
a Nintendo DS with a Super Mario Bros
expansion pack. Now, Swish Goswami is a
tech entrepreneur currently running Trufan,
the world’s leading audience analytics platform
helping over 80 of the world’s biggest brands
and celebrities sell directly to their top fans.
The platform has raised over $1.8 million from
several NBA players, media executives and
Canadian venture films. At the age of 22,
he is also a three-time TEDx Speaker, a brand
ambassador for K-Swiss, an investor in FaZe
Clan (the world’s most popular eSports
organization) and the upcoming author of a
book on youth entrepreneurship.

Recently, Trufan acquired SocialRank, a social
media analytics platform that sorts various
audience segments on Instagram and Twitter.
“This acquisition puts Trufan in the driver seat in
the audience analytics space. We are now the
world’s leading audience analytics platform for
any brand in the world,” he says. The company
will be servicing over 120 customers including
brands such as Bleacher Report, NBA, NFL,
Victoria’s Secret, Uber Eats and Samsung. “The
company will be cash-flow positive by the end
of 2019, which is something we are very proud
of,” he added.

For Swish’s entrepreneurial and philanthropic
accomplishments, he was inducted into Plan
Canada’s Top 20 Under 20, recognized as
Startup Canada’s Young Entrepreneur of the Year
and awarded the United Nation’s Outstanding
Youth Leadership award.
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best decision I made was to join debate and put
myself in the most uncomfortable position
possible. It forced me to grow and become
comfortable with who I truly was,” he said. Swish
was a part of Canada’s national debate team, and
had to be absent from school frequently to attend
debate tournaments.
After quitting debate in his second year of
university, he started speaking at schools.
After a year of speaking at over 50 schools
on entrepreneurship, mental health and
personal branding, Swish signed with the
National Speakers Bureau. “About a year
after signing with NSB and delivering several
corporate talks, I was approached by Speaker’s
Spotlight and signed to their bureau. I’ve been
with them ever since and I very much enjoy
speaking under their banner,” he noted.

and Mrs. Sutherland, who taught me to pick my
words wisely, deliver my message in a concise
manner and truly lead by example,” he said.
Although entrepreneurship is keeping Swish
occupied, he is not opposed to a different career
path in the future. “I’ve always wanted to have a
career in entertainment. One of my dreams has
always been to write and direct a film and to take
my love for dancing and politics and merge the
two (creating a production similar to Broadway’s
Hamilton but through dance). My long-term goal
since I was a kid is to be a politician. I don’t know
if that will happen within the next 10 years but
I am sure at some point I’ll feel ready to put my
name into an electoral race,” he noted.

Swish’s time at Webber Academy in high school
taught him two vital skills – time management
and persistence. The learning curve and rigorous
schedule made him prioritize tasks and work
efficiently. Running for student council president
in his Grade 12 year is something he will always
remember. “It not only helped me affirm my
passion for service, but gave me the opportunity
to be closely mentored by Mr. Niven, Mr. Rose

Graduating Class: 2015
University Education:

University of Toronto: Bachelor’s
Degree, Peace, Conflict and Justice
Studies with Ethics, Society and
Law

Where are you now?
Toronto, Ontario

Growing up, Swish was an avid debater,
travelling to over 20 countries across the world,
including Singapore, Germany, Thailand,
Bermuda and the United Kingdom for debate.
“Don’t be afraid to put yourself out there. I grew
up with a lisp but when I look back, I know the
10

@goswish
Swish Goswami
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Grade 8 stood out. “Mr. Niven was giving marks
back for a test and he mentioned that one student
in the class got a mark in the 70s, but they had
worked hard and deserved that mark. He then
compared this to the people who scored in the
90s on the test but didn’t do any work to
accomplish that or challenges themselves.
I remember this often about how work ethic
pays off in the long run and to always focus on
whether I am doing the best work,” she said.

IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Lara Schmitz - Actor, Budding Playwright, Arts Educator
By the end of her third year, she finished more
classes towards a drama degree than a business
degree so she decided to declare a double major
to obtain her BFA.
The shows she has enjoyed working on the most
are Iceland, Theatre Calgary; Sextet, Verb Theatre;
and Time Present, Lunchbox Theatre. Lara has
also ventured into voice-over work for TV and
film and other areas of theatre including
producing, teaching, directing and writing.

L

ara Schmitz was a part of the third graduating
class in 2007. She went on to complete her
Bachelor of Fine Arts in theatre and her Bachelor
of Commerce at the University of Calgary.
In 2012, Lara began acting professionally
with many theatre companies in Calgary.
Her extensive experience includes acting at
the Theatre for Young Audiences (TYA), in
outdoor theatre (Shakespeare in the Park), on
small intimate stages (Motel Theatre-Downstage),
and on large stages (Max Bell Theatre).
In January 2020 she continues to extend her work
into Western Canada, heading to Victoria, B.C.
to perform in the world premiere of The Ministry
of Grace by Tara Began at the Belfry Theatre.

Lara spends eight hours, six days a week
rehearsing, going over lines, discussing characters
and preparing for her upcoming shows. When
she is not in rehearsals, she does a variety of
standardized patient work and arts administration
and education work. She also tries keep up her
personal artistic practice through writing,
preparing for auditions, seeing plays, doing yoga
and meditation and dissecting shows on Netflix.
On most Monday nights, you can find Lara
acting with Dirty Laundry, Calgary’s only live
and improvised soap opera.
“I enjoy working with other people intensely
towards a clear goal. When I am part of a good
ensemble with a good script, we challenge each
other to not accept mediocrity – I have to bring
my full self and constantly look for more depth,

Lara’s acting career first started with
Ms. Ferguson, a drama teacher at Webber
Academy, who convinced her to take a first-year
acting class at U of C, even though she was in
the business faculty. After her second year,
she was cast in Wagonstage with the TYA,
meaning her summer job was playing a cow
in the performance. “I loved it so much and
would have done it for free!” she recollects.
WINTER | 2020

truth and precision. Rehearsal halls are always
full of laughter and joy because we all enjoy our
job,” she said.
Currently, Lara is working on writing two shows,
one with co-writer, Matt McKinney. Both shows
have queer femme protagonists and one is a sci-fi
thriller. ”In Calgary, there aren’t many fleshed out
queer characters onstage and even less femme
representation, so I think it’s important to bring
more of those stories to the forefront,” she noted.

To new graduates, Lara advises being open to
change and to know that you are more than
what you do. She notes that mental health is
important. “It’s okay to struggle and to
question whether your idea of ‘success’ is
costing you more than it’s worth,” she adds.
“Be compassionate, trust yourself and ask
questions. Make coffee chats with people you
think are cool or inspire you.”

Graduating Class: 2007
University Education:

University of Calgary: Bachelor
of Fine Arts - Theatre, Bachelor of
Commerce

As for directing, the two shows she is most proud
of are Beard, a World Premiere by David van
Belle, and the Outreach Touring Production of As
You Like It for The Shakespeare Company. In the
future, Lara plans to have a few plays produced
and published as well as strengthen her teaching
practice, including working with youth and
theatrical skills. She is also interested in the
intersection of theatre and social justice and
hopes to do more work with organizations and
communities that are often marginalized.

Where are you now?
Calgary, Alberta

@dirtylaundryyyc

In theatre, curiosity is the seed for discovery and
Webber Academy allowed Lara to explore many
different interests, sparking her curiosity.
Among the opportunities to participate in
Science Olympics, soccer, yoga and other
academic courses such as second languages,
chemistry, physics and calculus, one lesson in
12
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LEADING THE COMMERCIAL INSURANCE INDUSTRY
Kevin Lea and Simon Hlywa - Founders of Fuse Insurance

company growth rate continues, they project that
Fuse will own 100 times the global GDP within
eight years.
The education at Webber Academy allowed
Kevin and Simon to get a head start on their
university education. This permitted them to
better balance their course load for a more optimal
post-secondary experience. “It also allowed us to
network with our peers, which directly lead to the
founding of Fuse Insurance,” Simon said.

K

evin Lea and Simon Hlywa both graduated in
2006 from Webber Academy. Kevin went on
to study at the University of Calgary Haskayne
School of Business in the Risk Management and
Insurance programme. Simon studied at McGill
University for software engineering. He then moved
back to Calgary to work in digital forensics and
eDiscovery, eventually managing a cybersecurity
team at Deloitte Calgary. Simon eventually left
Deloitte and spent two years travelling before
starting Fuse Insurance with Kevin.
During a trip to Colombia, Kevin and Simon were
discussing the technological challenges in the
commercial insurance business which Kevin
was working in at the time. Simon’s technology
background led him to suggest that there is a
better way to obtain insurance than what is seen in
the traditional model. “During our growth-hacking
innovation idea storm phase we considered various
A.I., Big Data and block chain-driven approaches to
disrupting the legacy commercial insurance
environment,” Simon explained. To optimize their
synergistic growth, Kevin and Simon decided on an
agile lean start-up structure with a focus on
bootstrapped cloud-based solutions.
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In partnership with Amazon Web Services, they
were able to architect a business to business and
business to consumer service with Commercial
General Liability, Errors and Omissions and
Commercial Auto Insurance, with a focus on small
and medium enterprises. To maximize their return
on investment, they used a holistic search engine
optimization Web 2.0 software as a service model.
As they expand their business in the early start-up
stage, they are focusing on industry best practices
to leverage their brand, extend their runway, think
outside the box and skyrocket their growth
trajectory. Recently, Fuse Insurance won the
Insurance Brokerage of the Year award by Insurance
Business Canada Magazine and Travelers. “We were
honoured to be the recipient of this year’s award. It
was a combined effort of our employees continued
hard work and innovation, the support from our
insurers and other industry partners, and most
especially, our clients for their support of our
brokerage,” they said.

During their time at Webber Academy, they both
ran in the Junior Achievement Club in Grade 10,
giving them quality experience in starting and
running a company, including supply-chain
management, employee relations and financial
accounting. “This was a very worthwhile
programme for us and the school,” Kevin recalls.
The pair advises getting involved in extracurricular
activities such as clubs, intramural sports and
student government to maximize your enjoyment
and experience in post-secondary. “The
involvement in these types of activities are
shown to increase both student happiness and
academic performance, which is extremely
beneficial for your post-secondary career
prospects,” Simon stated.

The team at Fuse Insurance is happy to support the
business of other Webber Academy alumni and
encourages you to reach out for any form of help
with your commercial insurance programme.

Graduating Class: 2006
University Education:

Simon: McGill University - Bachelor of
Engineering (Software
Engineering)
Kevin: University of Calgary Bachelor of Commerce (Risk
Management: Insurance and Finance)

Where are you now?

Calgary, Alberta and/or out of
suitcase or on a plane.

@FuseInsuranceCA

As they move into the new year, they are excited to
see what the future holds and plan to continue their
success for many years to come. If the current
14
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THE JOURNEY TO BECOMING A LAWYER
Julia Pasieka - Student-at-Law at Bennett Jones LLP

During her time in London, Julia lived right in
Covent Garden and was able to continue to see a
lot of theatre while pursuing her second master’s.
While she loved academia, she knew she
wanted to do something that was more tangible
and wanted to solve more fast-paced real-world
problems, bringing her back to Calgary to pursue
a degree in law. “Also, Elle Woods,” she added.
Julia continued to travel, doing a semester abroad
in Brisbane, Australia in the fall of 2018.

A

fter graduating from Webber Academy
in 2009, Julia went on to pursue many
post-secondary programmes. First, she went
to Mount Royal University where she obtained
her degree in English Honours and played
varsity volleyball during her time of studies.

In April 2019, Julia completed her J.D. Law
degree at the University of Calgary and is
currently in her articling year as a student-at-law
at Bennett Jones LLP in Calgary. After completing
the bar admissions courses, she will be called to
the bar in summer 2020, at which point she will
be a certified lawyer.

After graduating from Mount Royal, she moved
to Ireland to pursue her Master’s of Theatre and
Performance at Trinity College Dublin. Julia and
her mom had season tickets to the theatre and
she always knew she wanted to study theatre,
but when she was in undergrad she didn’t have
the time to play volleyball and pursue theatre.
“I chose the former and started applying for
graduate programmes in theatre,” she said.
Julia throughly enjoyed her time in Ireland and
met many lifelong friends. ”I would move back
in a heartbeat,” she noted.

Julia still loves to play women’s league volleyball
every Monday and is on a team with five girls
she played university varsity volleyball with. If
not playing volleyball, Julia also enjoys skiing in
the winter and golfing in the summer. When she
needs a break from sports, she also loves to read
and spend time at her cabin or escape the winter
in Palm Springs.

“Every day is wildly different. Some days
you might be drafting 50 different documents
and others you’re researching construction
procedures. One day I had to learn about a
landfill system; another day you’re at city hall
digging for documents that may or may not exist.
You spend every day learning about something
new and that’s the best part,” she noted.

She extended her time abroad and moved to
London, UK to study international history and
received her second Master’s degree in History
of International Relations from the London School
of Economics. “When I was applying for theatre,
I got distracted by the interesting programmes in
London and I was fortunate enough to be able to
pursue both,” she said.
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The education at Webber Academy helped Julia
build a strong grounding in time management
and work ethic and most importantly, how to
properly use a semi colon – “the greatest and
most underrated gift,” she said. Through her years
of education in high school and post-secondary
she has learned to not take things too seriously
and stress about the little things. “Don’t plan
your life too far in advance – all the small stuff
in between the big stuff is part of the ride,”
she advised.

Graduating Class: 2009
University Education:

Mount Royal University: Bachelor of Arts English (Hon.)
Trinity College Dublin: Master’s - Theatre and
Performance
London School of Economics: Master’s History of International Relations
University of Calgary: Juris Doctor, Law

Although she cannot pinpoint where she exactly
wants to be, as she pursues a career in law, Julia
looks forward to the ever-changing job tasks the
legal industry has to offer. “You get to learn a little
bit about a lot,” she added.
16

Where are you now?
Calgary, Alberta
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The first Welcome
Back BBQ and
President’s Breakfast
Club was held;
Webber Academy had its
first graduating class.

WEBBER ACADEMY

Through

the years. . .
Land was bought in
southwest Calgary to
build a new school to
accommodate the growth
of Webber Academy.

Webber Academy Inc. was
created through shares
and debentures from 12
founders; Dr. Webber was
able to finance the start-up
venture.

1995

1997

1999

2000

More than 1000 students were
enrolled at the school.

The new Webber Academy building
opened with its gymnasium, music
room, computer lab, 20,000 book
library, 400 metre running track,
soccer field and cross country running
trails through the aspens. Wylie the
Wildcat was also created.

2001

2003

2004

The Kindercentre and Elementary
gym was added to the campus.

Webber Academy started
at Ecole St. Paul with 82
students from Kindergarten
to Grade 6.

The three-story high school wing
was added to the campus.

The Science Centre and
Performing Arts Centre
were completed. This
included a 500 seat theatre,
two music rooms, a band
room and two drama/dance
studios.

2005

2008

2012

2014

The sports court was
installed along with a
sports court and
playground upgrades at
the Kindercentre.

2015

2017

Construction of the
courtyard was complete,
including a viewing area
for sporting events and a
gazebo for outdoor
ceremonies and live
entertainment.
The first Webber
Academy Debate Camp
was hosted to the public.

Development began for
the new Webber Academy
campus.
WINTER | 2020
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University and Career Symposium

W

student body. The presentations consist of a
10-minute formal presentation and a 10-minute
Q and A session. This allows alumni to share
what they feel is more pertinent about their field
and students are able to ask questions. The
theatre presentations tend to focus on the
‘bigger picture’ such as the power of asking
for help, how to ensure you augment your
education with relevant experience and
what first-year university is really like.

ebber Academy hosts its fourth annual
university and career symposium on
Tuesday, May 19, 2020 for high school students
to learn about university and beyond. Many of
our talented graduates come back to mentor
students and give short presentations on their
journey after graduating from Webber Academy.
As Webber Academy approached its tenth
graduating class, Jennifer Parker started the
university and career symposium to bring
back alumni to share their unique experiences
on the transition from Webber Academy to
university and beyond with the current high
school population. This event also provides the
opportunity for alumni to reconnect with Webber
Academy – to see what has changed and to catch
up with some of their graduating class as well
as teachers. Furthermore, the symposium allows
Webber Academy students to see first-hand how
valued and welcomed they will be as alumni and
to network with some of the presenters.

With alumni studying and working all over the
country and world, some presenters have flown
themselves here from out of the country to take
part. A few presenters have come more than
once and those who are unable to present,
express interest in the programme and often ask
to keep them in mind for future dates.
Following the afternoon’s presentations, there is
an alumni and staff social event held in the foyer
of the Performing Arts Centre, where attendees
can foster the connections made within the
growing Webber community.

Each year, approximately 14 alumni return to
share their experiences and advice. The format
of the symposium consists of three classroom
presentations to small groups of students,
selected on their interests, and theatre
presentations to the entire Senior High
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If you are an alumnus currently in at least their
second year of studies or have completed their
studies and would like to take part please
contact Jay Niven at jniven@webberacademy.ca.
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Thank you to previous presenters at the symposium.
Ahmed Charanek
Aidan Fridman
Alan Leung
Ali Charanek
Anastacia CherniakKennedy
Andre Botha
Annelise Loczy
Arjun Nair
Arthur Samusz
Azfer Asaria
Ben Lukenchuk
Brendan Paton
Brittany Welsh
Carl Botha
Chanel Munro
Charles Wang
Christopher Masternak
Cole Torode-McDonald
Cooper Leong
Corbin McElhanney
Courtney Chaisson
Dhruv Mayank
Elli Loczy
Getanshu Malik
Gracie Longdo

Graeme Garner
Igor Ilic
James Stobie
Jesse Brame
Jessica Gray
Jon Tong
Julia Pasieka
Justin Wong
Katherine Bernard YipChoy
Katherine Wasden
Kathyrn Kozody
Kevin Lea
Lachlan Poelzer
Lara Schmitz
Lauren Griggs
Lexi Wilson
Liam Goguen
Manasvin Goswami
Pam Austin
Priya Raina
Rachel Wong		
Reis Hansen
Samantha Li
Shing Yiu (Yulia) Chan
Skye Thompson
21

Stephanie Symonds
Thomas Brookes
Vasu Nadella
Zahra Asghari
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WEBBER ACADEMY COMMUNITY
CONNECT AT ALUMNI WINTER SOCIAL

W

ebber Academy had another successful alumni winter social, on Thursday,
December 19, 2019. Reconnecting with many accomplished alumni, this
Webber Academy tradition brought together 70 alumni along with alumni guests,
current and past staff and faculty in a festive atmosphere. This included alumni from
the Class of 2006 through to the Class of 2019.
Some of our alumni participated in a volleyball or basketball game in our Elementary
and main gymnasium, followed by a reception in the Performing Arts Centre lobby
where alumni could catch up with former classmates and teachers.
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ALUMNI COACHES

OPPORTUNITIES TO GET INVOLVED

Webber Academy encourages alumni to get involved at
the school.
Clubs, Camps &
Extra-curriculars

JUSTIN BUTLER
Class of 2014
Currently completing his master’s
in Electrical Engineering at the
University of Calgary, Justin Butler
is assistant coaching one of
Webber Academy’s basketball
teams. After reconnecting with
Mr. Chalifoux, he is eager to be
on the bench experiencing the
excitement of the game from a
new perspective. Playing sports at
Webber Academy were some of
his highlights during school and
he had amazing alumni coaches
including Kevin Hunter and Tak
Shoji. ”Being able to give back
to the athletics programme and
help provide that same experience
was an opportunity I couldn’t turn
down.”
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DIVYA GOEL
Class of 2018

Divya Goel is assistant coaching
one of Webber Academy’s
soccer teams. She is studying
biochemistry at the University of
Calgary. Divya played volleyball,
basketball, badminton, soccer
and track during her time at
Webber Academy. While playing
on these teams, she had many
alumni coaches and is excited
to give back and stay involved
at the school by continuing to
coach athletics. She looks forward
to connecting with students and
playing lots of soccer.
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GRACIE LONGDO
Class of 2013

After graduating from the
University of Calgary with a
Bachelor of Nursing in 2017,
Gracie now works as a Registered
Nurse at Rockyview General
Hospital and has coached
volleyball at Webber for the past
two years. During her time at
Webber, she played a variety of
sports and coached a Junior High
volleyball team. While she was
on the varsity volleyball team, she
looked up to the alumni coach,
making her excited about the
opportunity to come back and
coach again with Mr. Chalifoux.
”It is so much fun to get to be a
part of a team with such a great
group of hard working and
wonderful players.”

Athletic Teams

• Debate
• Speech
• Reach for the Top
• Robotics
• GENE Club
• Science Fair judging

• Badminton
• Soccer
• Track and Field
All candidates must apply via
email to Joël Chalifoux directly at
joelc@webberacademy.ca. All
volunteers will need to take a
concussion course which will be
supplied once approved.

Please contact Christina Clouston
for more information at
cclouston@webberacademy.ca

Summer Camps
• Debate Boot Camp
• Science Discovery Camp
Please contact Gabrielle LeMoine
for more information at
glemoine@webberacademy.ca
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Preparing students to thrive in university and beyond

